Responsibility Centered Management (RCM) for CLA
College Budget Under RCM in 2016
For purposes of discussion, we will be using budgetary data from FY2016. Table 1 shows these
data. The first column represents the University’s best guess of revenues and expenses that the
college would incur in 2016. Note, CLA’s estimated revenues are based on the previous year’s
student credit hour production (SCH). Note also that CLA was expected to barely break even.
The budget actuals are shown in the next three columns (CLA Actual, Area Specific, and Total).
The “CLA Actual” column focuses on the major RCM/Instructional component of CLA’s budget.
The “Area Specific” column represents revenues that are pass through dollars, which are
restricted or encumbered to specific research/outreach/travel abroad expenses, and thus are
outside of the RCM model. The “Total” column is directly comparable to the “CLA-Budget”
column. Finally, the “Diff” column calculates the difference between the “CLA-Budget” and the
“Total” columns.
(Table 1 Attachment)
FY 2016 was a very good year for CLA. The 2015 Freshman class (4,900) was the largest in the
history of AU. Even as Sophomores, these students were still taking core courses in CLA. The
2016 Freshman class shrunk by 300 students, but was still sizable compared to the recent past.
Large Freshmen classes equal high demand for core courses, which generated about $9 million
more in revenues than projected. It appears that CLA generated a surplus of $5 million.
However, because “Area Specific” dollars are already earmarked, the actual surplus is closer to
$3.2 million (CLA Actual).
OBB vs Pure RCM
Old Base Budget: This is the basis of each unit’s annual budget under the old budgeting model.
It includes all “hard dollar” expenditures for salaries, benefits, and operating expenses.
• Because the Old Base Budget is a function of the previous incremental budgeting model,
some unit’s OBB may be out of balance. The reasons include untimely departures of
faculty and staff during tough budget times and historic inequities among units. Even
with these flaws, it is nonetheless our starting point.
• Under the OBB, “hard dollars” referred to budgeted monies for personnel and activities
that were tied to state appropriated monies. As state dollars have declined in the past
20 years, revenue from tuition has become intermingled with these state appropriated
dollars. “Soft dollars” on the other hand, are monies that can be generated from
instructional, research, auxiliary, and outreach activities at Auburn. In the new budget
model, hard vs soft dollars are not always easy to distinguish, especially when these
dollars are derived from instruction. However, monies generated from externally
funded research and auxiliary units can be still usefully thought of as “soft dollars” . .ie. .
temporary dollars.
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Those who peddle the RCM budget model for a living (Huron Consulting Group) indicate that a
pure form of the RCM budgeting model should not be applied from the college level down to
the departmental level. Rather, RCM principles should be used in measured doses to maintain
funding for programs that may have 1) heavy studio/lab/graduate instructional requirements
and/or 2) lack large core course offerings.
In the RCM model, departments that have large core course responsibilities have a natural
advantage compared to those that don’t. There are several reasons for this. First, these
departments have a monopoly or near monopoly status within the institution for their required
core courses. They have to do very little to attract students to their core courses. Second, the
marginal effort to teach these required core classes decreases with each additional student
credit hour produced. This creates economies of scale through either covering core
responsibilities with large sections, or alternatively, with lower enrollment sections (25 to 35
students) that are taught predominately by less expensive instructors, lecturers and GTAs.
Third, the college’s academic priorities are not determined solely by credit hour production.
Even so, it is instructive to present the OBB for each unit compared to the pure RCM model.
Table 2 shows the differences between these two ways of budgeting as it applies to FY 2016.
The first column shows the OBB for each unit in 2016. The total for all units (excluding the
Dean’s Office and summer school salaries and benefits) is about $35 million. The column
labeled “Pure RCM Allocation” redistributes this $35 million to each unit based on its percent of
SCH.
The column labeled “RCM minus OBB” shows that there are stark differences between the RCM
model and the OBB. The budgets for CLA’s visual and performing arts departments would be
decimated under a pure RCM approach. Psychology, Communication Disorders, Political Science
and Foreign Languages would also be hurt. Whereas the budgets for History, Philosophy,
Communication and Journalism, Economics and English (in that order) would increase. If CLA
moved to this budgeting approach, which is an option for the college, CLA would need to
institute some type of “mission enhancement” approach to redirect necessary budgetary
resources to those departments that are revenue deficient.
An alternative RCM approach that some may consider more viable, is to use an RCM principles
to allocate CLA’s surplus of $3.2 million in FY 2016. This approach is similar to the way that CLA
distributes summer school revenues.
(Table 2 Attachment)
New Budgeting Approach and Nomenclature
The change to the RCM budgeting approach—an approach that no longer recognizes base
budgets, or hard vs soft dollars—necessitates a change in CLA’s approach toward funding each
unit’s annual budget and in the language that we use to describe these budgets.
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Funded Budget (FB): This is the new budget under RCM, which includes all spending on college
allocated tenure line positions, lecturers, most instructors, advisors, graduate teaching
assistants, and staff, plus operating expenses. The FB for each department does not include
summer school expenditures or revenues from graduate tuition, Honors College or Auburn
Global reimbursements. Graduate credit hours that generate revenue from tuition will be
divided between the college and department generating the revenue (percentage to be
determined). Honors and Auburn Global sections will continue to be offered by each
department in cooperation with the Provost’s office. These revenues flow directly into each
department’s spending account.
In the past three years, CLA has worked with several departments to fund instructors and
lecturers for a variety of purposes. The costs for these instructors and lectures are currently
covered by the college. We have transferred these salaries and benefits into the FB of each of
these units. Table 3 shows the new FBs compared to the OBB.
(Table 3 Attachment)
Rules of FB: Unspent monies allocated to the FB do not roll over. All positions allocated to the
FB that come open due to retirements, resignations, etc.. revert to back to the college. In most
cases, departments will be asked apply to the dean and the budget committee to refill positions
(more on this later).
Unit Spending Accounts (USA): These accounts are for reserves, restricted funds, indefinite
funds, and carryover revenue. For this discussion, we will focus on carryover revenue.
Carryover USAs contain monies that are allocated to each unit based on its revenue generating
activities (instruction, grants, contracts, etc) and direct appropriations of surpluses from CLA.
CLA will deposit surplus dollars (based on CLA’s budget guidelines) allocated from
undergraduate and graduate instruction into departmental USAs. Monies in each USA may roll
over between budgetary years under normal/positive budgetary circumstances. These budgets
are controlled by each unit in accordance to state spending guidelines and granting/contracting
agency rules. USAs may also be created for any monies generated by indirect cost recovery,
faculty indefinite accounts, and other monies that may be earmarked or encumbered for the
unit’s faculty members.
Foundation Accounts: Foundation accounts remain unchanged. These monies are raised
through donations to CLA or one of its constituent units. These accounts are generally
governed by Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) with donors.
Proposed Models
Under RCM, there are a number performance criteria that we may use to allocate surplus
revenues or deficits. Ultimately, we have to decide what we want to incentivize. There are
positive and negatives for each.
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Criteria

Positives

Negatives

SCH

Drives Revenue
Incentivizes Butts in Seats

Unit Inequities due diff missions
Chasing Credit Hours/Quality

FTE

Expenses tied to personnel

Incentivizes units to add positions

Equal

All units contribute to mission

Small units unequally benefit

Majors

Increased # Majors

Already large units unequally benefit

Model 1 (REModified RCM)
The first model blends our current incremental CLA budget with a strong dose of RCM
budgeting. The first step is to subtract the Funded Budget for CLA (all Units) from Total
Revenues from Instruction – (Expenses + Mission Enhancement Cost) for a given FY budget
year. If this balance is positive, it produces a surplus. If negative, it’s a deficit. In FY 2016, after
fully funding each department’s FB, CLA produced an instructional surplus of almost $1.93
million.
In this model, CLA proposes to allocate this surplus based on each department’s share of SCH.
Surpluses will be deposited into each department’s USA. Table 4 shows the proposed
allocation based on a 60/40 split between the departments and college. For comparison
purposes, this table also shows each unit’s actual summer school allocation for the Summer of
2016.
(Table 4 Attachment)
Model 2a and 2b (The Value of Equality)
In model 2a, the surplus is divided into 1/3rd parts. The first 1/3rd goes to CLA administration.
The second 1/3rd is equally distributed among the departments, and the final 1/3rd is distributed
to the departments based on each department’s share of SCH. The rationale for this model is
that it equally values the credit hours produced and the importance of each unit to the mission
of the college. Table 5 shows this outcome.
(Table 5 Attachment)
In model 2b, the weighting is changed to 33% Administration, 17% equally distributed, and 50%
SCH. In this model, RCM principles are more dominant while still appreciating the value of
each unit to the mission.
(Table 6 Attachment)
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Model 3 (FTE Option)
In this model, the surplus is divided into 1/3rd parts. The first 1/3rd goes to CLA administration.
The second 1/3rd is distributed among the departments according each department’s share of
instructional FTE (number of faculty members), and the final 1/3rd is distributed to the
departments based on each department’s share of SCH. The rational for using FTE is that a
unit’s expenses are directly tied to the number of faculty members in the department. Table 7
shows this outcome.
(Table 7 Attachment)
Model 4 (Multiple Criteria)
In this model, the surplus is divided by a variety of criteria. The first 33% goes to CLA
administration. 17% is equally distributed among the departments. 7.5% is distributed among
the departments according each department’s share of instructional FTE. 7.5% is distributed
among departments by each department’s share of the number of majors. Finally, 35% is
distributed to the departments based on each department’s share of SCH. The rational for
including the number of majors is that it creates a modest incentive for departments to
increase the number of majors. Table 8 shows this outcome.
(Table 8 attachment)
Comparison
Table 9 compares all of these different models. The green shaded numbers show which
approach is the most beneficial to each department.
(Table 9 Attachment)
Recommendation of Budget Committee
Based on all of the above, the budget committee recommends that Plan 4 be adopted for the
FY2018 allocations. Members of the committee felt like this model struck the right balance of
incentives for each unit. The committee however, is also interested in budget models that
isolate graduate student revenues (paying graduate students versus those on GTAs/GRAs) as
well as a scenario that develops an additional summer school component. The Dean’s Office is
currently gathering data and working on each of these scenarios.
Scope of the Budget Committee
CLA’s Budget Committee is responsible for making recommendations to the dean regarding:
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•

Changes in the FBs of each department, school, and major program in the college.
These decisions will usually focus in the area of personnel (requests to refill positions),
annual adjustments in the budgets for operating expenses, and programmatic
alterations.
• Budget allocations for CLA interdisciplinary programs and centers.
• The amount of surplus revenues to be placed in reserve by the college.
• Other budgetary concerns that occur annually or randomly, including building and
renovation projects, equipment and computer purchases, licensing fees,
encumbrances, indirect cost recovery, college and department reserves, and
maintenance expenses.
• Annual salary adjustments (merit, promotion, senior faculty enhancements) for faculty
members, staff, and graduate assistants.
• Recommendations for budget cuts for underperforming units or antiquated functions,
and the distribution of budget cuts if CLA runs a negative balance.
Faculty Positions
When a faculty position comes open that is part of a unit’s FB, the unit will generally be asked
to hire an instructor to cover the coursework responsibilities of the open position for one year.
Salary savings from the open position will be used to fund the instructor’s salary. There may be
exceptions to this request, based on the timing of the opening and the critical nature of the
open position to that unit’s mission.
Each spring, the Dean’s Office will send a Request for Positions (RFP) to its units for filling FB
tenure line\lecturer positions. In most instances, a unit’s proposal will entail filling a position
that has come open due to retirement, resignation, or nonrenewal. However, departments
may also propose creating one or more new position(s) to meet growing student demand,
additional programmatic responsibilities, and/or unfilled curricular needs.
Some departments, with large core responsibilities, will have multi-fill lines for part-time and
full-time lecturers and/or instructors. These positions are filled based on student demand for
these core classes. These positions may be filled without consultation with the budget
committee.
Staff Positions
The dean may choose to bring the question of refilling a staff position to the budget committee.
However, because of the critical administrative function of most staff positions, the dean may
routinely grant permission to units to conduct searches for permanent staff replacements
without consultation with the budget committee.
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Table 1: Estimated and Actual Budget for CLA in 2016
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